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Research with Protected Populations–Vulnerable Subjects Quiz
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Question #1

A faculty member wants to measure the effectiveness of a new psychological assessment instrument before including it in his new textbook. He plans to conduct a pilot test by administering both the new instrument and an established instrument and then compare the results. Which of the following populations would be considered potentially most vulnerable due to undue influence?

A. Members of his community organization who agree to take the tests
B. Students taking one of his courses
C. Members of his professional society
D. Senior faculty in his department
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An investigator is recruiting subjects for a study of a new antidepressant drug. The investigator has targeted a population of patients who might clearly benefit, but who are also institutionalized for a variety of psychiatric conditions. The patients are in a controlled environment and it is believed that there would be little problem recruiting subjects for the study. **Which of the following issues of vulnerability should be of most concern to the IRB?**

A. The patients are probably illiterate
B. The patients are institutionalized
C. The patients may be on other medications
D. The patients have clinical depression, which is a difficult disease to treat
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An investigator planning to study behavioral changes during alcohol intoxication will pay subjects for 6 hours of testing that includes drinking a moderate level of alcohol consumption and completing several long, self-administered written questionnaires. He plans to recruit economically disadvantaged and homeless people. Which of the following is the most important for the investigator to address before submitting the protocol to the IRB?

A. Potential undue influence or coercion of subjects
B. Forms of advertising for subject recruitment
C. Literacy of research subjects
D. Method of payment to subjects
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A group of elderly men, whose government disability benefits are the sole source of income, is approached to consider an experimental research study for their current colon cancer. The study involves more than minimal risk, but offers substantial financial incentives that are equal to two months of disability benefits. **The IRB will be most concerned about the possibility of:**

A. Inadequacy of research design  
B. Inaccuracy of data  
C. Potential undue influence or coercion of subjects due to high incentive  
D. Conflict of interest
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